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About This Game

Join Pupuru, a hard working student, on a delectable roguelike adventure filled with excitement, humour, thrills and all the curry
you can eat as you quest to save your favourite local curry restaurant from being swallowed up by the big bad curry chain that's

moved into town!

Take part in a meaty dungeon-crawling quest to discover four ultimate ingredients needed to make the "Legendary Magic
Curry"! Explore dungeons that change shape each time you visit them, battle crazy creatures, collect items and cook up a curry

to boost your characters! Can you save the town of Smile Curry, or will you never again eat your favourite spicy dish?!

· Quest for Curry - Arm yourself, stock up on Skills and then venture forth into the many dungeons, filled with weird and
wonderful monsters, handy items and - of course - the freshest curry ingredients!

· Share your curry with "friends" - A strange quest needs a strange group of companions! Share your food with your gluttonous
but brave friend, Kuu, to power him up, hang out with Puni, servant of the Great Curry God and ignore the attentions of

Gigidos, the ever-so-slightly creepy Dark Lord of the Netherworld.

· Behold, the Power of Curry! – Create delicious curry dishes from the ingredients you find in the ever-changing dungeons to
boost your stats, or throw your cooking failures at your enemies to nerf their abilities!
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Title: Sorcery Saga: Curse of the Great Curry God
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Idea Factory
Publisher:
Ghostlight LTD
Release Date: 4 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: 2.13GHz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible sound card

English,Japanese
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I liked this HOG, in general. It has a decent length, and it's not particularly hard.

GOOD:
The graphics are pretty nice, as are the cutscenes, the music, and the design of the demons. The story is alright. The game
includes two difficulty levels, and hints (in case you get stuck, but they're not needed). There's also extra collectible hidden
objects on the point-and-click parts that you can look for if you want to (they're not required, and don't go into your inventory).

MEH:
You're not particularly threatened by the demons you're fighting. The reason for that is explained in-game, though.

BAD:
* There's a map (which helps quite a bit, as it tells you where there's available actions), but it has no fast travel. Getting from
one place to another doesn't take that long, but there's not much reason to make you click your way through the screens, even if
they look nice.
* There's no voice acting - I guess it's not mandatory, but it'd make the game more immersive, if it was done well.
* There's a place where you take certain token items and you magically (in the literal sense) get them traded for other items that
you need. This feels a bit too cheap, and is overused.
* Sometimes the protagonist already knows something before looking at some particular item. His logic is sometimes weird, too:
"I have to fight this demon... let's summon this other demon! I'm sure they'll defeat each other, and I won't get an even worse
problem!" And it does work, but that's besides the point.

DEPENDS ON PERSONAL PREFERENCES:
* The game isn't particularly hard. You can usually tell where to use each item on the point-and-click parts, and maybe you'll get
stuck for a couple of minutes looking for the last object of a HO scene, but you can use hints if you want to avoid that. Puzzles
tend to be easy, too.
* You'll revisit each HO scene several times, looking for different items. Some people will get annoyed by that, but I liked it, as
it makes each scene super-crowded, and you don't just click an item that seems out of place.
* Many items will be repeated on each HO scene, which makes it a bit harder ("Oh, I need a hammer now, I think I remember
where I saw that! Wait, did I see it on this scene, or the previous one?"). They don't reuse images for different scenes, though.
Also, even if it's the same name of the item, the actual item may be different: a "hammer" could be a small hammer, or a really
big one, or a drawing of a hammer, or a photo, or... MC Hammer? (Last one isn't an actual example, but the alarm on my watch
went off and it was hammer o'clock.). I hate to be a downer on such a nice and more importantly, unique game in the Steam
store- but as far as Kitten Adventures goes, there were too many good opportunities missed for me to give this a thumbs up,
even with it being a free game.

Firstly, I absolutely applaud the use of hand drawn images for the game. I love this, and would love to see it more in games. The
drawing themselves however, are completely sloppy, and unless this is a child's artwork (which, if it is, please disregard this
section!), it is simply dreadful quality to be put into a finished piece.

The gameplay itself runs quite well, my only niggle with this would be that, as it is a game probably better suited to young
children, some of the items are extremely difficult to locate. For instance,  the tiny red dot behind a fence that concealed the
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umbrella, did not appear noteable whatsoever. I also noticed that the teddy bear item appeared very washed out in the drawing. 

Now, my main gripe with this game has to be the dreadful voice acting. It is so irritating, that I thank the creator for adding the
option to turn it off via a sound slider. If you're trying to get through the game relatively quickly you will have that rusky
american kid accent blasting non stop through the speakers, repeating phrases over and over. Enough to drive anyone mad
within a few minutes.

All in all, I feel that this game would be more likeable if it were polished up a bit. Right now it seems a bit rushed and not very
well executed- the achievements were a nice bonus however and something I will give extra points for, just not quite enough to
boost this up to a recommendation.. I was a staunch defender of LSD, I just like match 3's -- and Weed is no different. This
game brings the mechanics of match 3's back to basics -- which interesting enough, makes it feel fresh and difficult. I guess I
approve weed. Weed is tight.

https://youtu.be/iLPQKplQaJc. + Portrait Viewer (You are now able to do expression to the characters that they never made on
the storyline.
+ 116 Artbook Pages (Includes Everything you need to know when they are doing the development.)
+ Changeable BGM
+ Beta Unused Boss Rush and Missions

What else you can ask? 10\/10. I've just paid 8.99USD for SKT, I played it for few hours, in the end I got so bored.
This is just a very dissappointing game. I've played many rpgs. I love strategy,
 and I've paid double or half for games that have been entertaining that have
given me over 1k hours or over 200 hours of fun respectively.. really good

like actually really really good. It's a fun game.

That's really what matters right?

The core issue with the game is that the game play loop is very samey:

Go to new system.
Kill stuff.
Scan planets.
Repeat.

Yes you have to get resources to upgrade your ship, yes there is research for which you need to get research points, but to do all
of that you just need to keep scanning new planets and killing aliens over and over.

There isn't really anything else - but the game is in EA and overall the gameplay is fun even if somewhat repetitive.

. Unique and cool game. Never seen anything like it. It is interesting and fun. 10/10
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Granted, I initially missed a certain component in the system requirements: section, which requires the player to have Visual
C++ Redistributable for Visual Studio 2015 installed in order for the game to run successfully.

Now, that I've managed to remedy this issue, I'm having a blast! (pun intended)

The game nicely integrates components of bullet-hell style SHMUPS with a buyable upgrade system, enabling you to augment
your weapon systems to your liking from one level to the next levels.

With attractive visuals, nice particle effects, and an invigorating orchestral soundtrack, this title effectively captures the
steampunk vibe integral to its setting that is every bit as fun as it is pretty.

One may find the player's hit-circle to encompass a slightly larger surface area than the miniscule center-of-the-center-of-the-
center-of-the-center hit detection component prevalent in CAVE-style shooters, so veterans of this genre may wish to steer
slightly clearer of incoming projectiles than they're accustomed to. Not to suggest that the game isn't well balanced, and the
difficulty level is nicely compensated for with the ability to replay the most recent level in which you perished.

Definitely a recommendation. A+. So far, I am enjoying it. Story is better than your average rpgmaker rpg storyline. It's on sale
for $.19 and I've been playing it for ~2 hours, and I've already gotten my moneys worth. About the crashing: In ~2 hours it has
only crashed once, around the 30 minute mark, after I talked to the glitch fairy. It seems the dev(s) are working to fix that, so
time will tell.. 10\/10
I love it :D For everyone who loved "To the Moon": You'll love it! It is so sweet and.. It made me cry (like everything from "To
the Moon")
So if you loved "To the Moon": Don't think about buying it. JUST. DO. IT!
. i cant start the map it brings me back to the main menu...Help is wanted. For this price, its a very good deal, and story is always
entertaining, in all episodes.. Hotline Miami on drugs but you play as an gorilla with jazz soundtrack.. This is the early release
version of Zup 6. Easy to crack achivements ^^ More of these games please!. I really enjoyed this game! I'm a huge fan of the
Nancy Drew games, and I think this is one of my favorites. The puzzles are great, the setting is cool, and the plot is creepy. It
took me the most hours out of all the games to finish. (Probably because of the sudoku!) If you want a challenging and spooky
Nancy Drew game, go for this one!. cant use this because it crashes my game 10\/10
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